FISITA 2016 World Automotive Congress
26th -30th September, 2016 Busan, Korea
Dear professors/students,
The 36th FISITA World Automotive Congress will be held in Busan, Korea from 26-30 September and will
provide the perfect opportunity for students and young engineers to learn, exchange knowledge and
network with their peers as well as senior engineers and leaders from industry.
We have designed a number of activities for Students and Young Engineers at FISITA 2016 before and
during the Congress which include a Call‐for‐Papers for the FISITA Student Congress, the FISITA Travelling
Fellowship programme and the opportunity for universities and educational institutions to showcase
their exciting, ground‐breaking and unique automotive‐related engineering projects with the Islands of
Excellence.
Student Congress: this is comprised of sessions running in parallel with the Main Congress, with
presentations and posters. It is a chance for students to share knowledge, work with their peers and
listen to key speakers from the automotive industry. Target Group: full‐time engineering students (both
undergraduates and post graduates).
Travelling Fellowship: this programme is comprised of technical tours to various automotive and cultural
sites in Korea and surrounding region followed by participation in the Student / Main Congress.
Travelling Fellows will take part in an activity‐packed programme. Target Group: young automotive
engineers under the age of 35.
Islands of Excellence: a competition that provides an opportunity for universities and research institutes
world‐ wide to showcase their new and innovative projects as a part of the exhibition of the FISITA 2016
Congress. FISITA and FISITA 2016 partners KSAE are offering 50m2 exhibition space and basic exhibition
equipment free of charge!
This is an excellent opportunity for universities to display their automotive‐related engineering projects
and capabilities as well as foster new and existing international relationships with industry and
academia. For students it is the perfect place to display their knowledge and start networking and
building contacts for a future career in the automotive industry. Target Group: Universities, educational
institutions and student teams that are interested in showcasing creative, unique and forward‐thinking
research projects to address the future needs of the automotive industry. These are invaluable
opportunities for both automotive engineering students and young engineers to present themselves on
the international stage, to learn from their peers, and to network and learn from the most prominent

figures in the industry, and we need your help with suggesting participants, advertising the opportunities
and helping us spread the word about these activities.
Please take a look at http://www.fisita2016.com/students for more details. We look forward to your and
/ or your students’ active participation. See you in Busan! For any questions, please feel free to contact
us at student@fisita2016.meci.kr

